
 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
 

 

Mousepads mod. Hard Top, Mini Hard Top, Termo, Termo Slim, Window Pad, 

Business Card Pad, Coasters mod. Hard Top and Deskmat mod. Hard Top  

- Format file .jpg - .pdf - .ai - .eps – tif (CMYK process colors; the RGB images cannot be 

converted). 

- Image minimum resolution: 300 dpi. 

- File in real size + 3mm bleeding off edge for each side. Angles must not be reproduced. 

- The drawing or the photograph can cover the entire surface of the pad, but the inscriptions 

or the lines must not reach the edges, which must be 5 mm less than the die-cutting edge. 

- All texts must be converted into curves (in case of not converted texts the PDF file must 

have embedded fonts). 

 

Mousepads mod. Photo Pad e Thermo Photo  

- Vectorial format file (.pdf - .ai - .eps), in Pantone colours (series C). 

- File in real size + 3mm bleeding off edge for each side. Angles must not be reproduced. 

- The drawing or the photograph can cover the entire surface of the pad, but the inscriptions 

or the lines must not reach the edges, which must be 5 mm less than the die-cutting edge. 

- All texts must be converted into curves (in case of not converted texts the PDF file must 

have embedded fonts). 

 

Mousepads mod. Magicpad, Subli Pad, Subli Mat and coasters Sublitextyle  

- Format file .jpg - .pdf - .ai - .eps – tif (CMYK process colors). 

- Image minimum resolution: 300 dpi. 

- File in real size + 10 mm bleeding off edge for each side. 

- The drawing or the photograph can cover the entire surface of the pad, but the inscriptions 

or the lines must not reach the edges, which must be 10 mm less than the die-cutting edge. 

- All texts must be converted into curves (in case of not converted texts the PDF file must 

have embedded fonts). 


